KEY DATES
Thursday 31st January Year 3 Liturgy 8:40 am
Tuesday 12th/Wednesday 13th
Year 3 Parents Evening

Year 3
Spring Term

English
This term the children will be studying a range of high
quality texts linked to the theme for this term. The
class guided reading book will be ‘The Time Travelling
Cat’. We will study report writing by creating an
Egyptian Travel Guide. We will also look at
instructional and newspaper writing based on our
topic of Ancient Egypt. We will also write poems
about animals.

Spring 2019
RE
RE teaching follows the Catholic/Christian ethos and values broadly in
line with the church liturgical year. Which will include Feasts of
Christmas, Revelation, Sacraments, Lent and Easter. Children learn
about religious stories and make links between beliefs and actions.

Humanities

Art/DT

Identify key places in Ancient Egypt. Use
atlases and map work. Contrast climate and
landscapes to our own

We are going to make our
own papyrus style paper and
create Egyptian hieroglyphs.
Mixed media Egyptian
portraits.

An overview of where and when the first
civilisations appeared and a depth study of
Ancient Egyptians and their Pharos and the
Egyptologists.

We will revise numbers and general
greetings. We will learn the names of
some foods and how to order in café.

Computing.

Music
We will be learning to sing and respond to a
variety of topic related songs through all
our musical activities to highlight the
importance of a regular beat in music.
Children will use instruments or their own
voices to produce layers of sound.

French

PE
We will build dance skills, ideas and
fitness and then rehearse for the
Freshwater Dance Festival.

We will be using the Lightbot to
debug programs, use to sequence,
select, and repeat in programs;
work with variables and various
forms of input and output. We will
also use logical reasoning to
explain simple algorithms.

Maths
We will be learning to add and subtract 1/ 10 /100
to any number. We will learn the 8 times table
and revise our individual target tables. We will
learn how to add and subtract numbers using a
written method.
We will also cover the bus stop method to
divide. We will revise and learn new facts about
2D and 3D shapes in different orientations. We
will measure, compare, add and subtract length
to the nearest 5m/1m. We will also learn to tell
and write time using Roman numerals.

Science
We will learn how to identify that animals,
including humans, need the right types and
amount of nutrition, and that get nutrition from
what they eat. We will also identify that humans
and some other animals have skeletons and
muscles for support, protection and movement.

Seal
We will be setting and reviewing personal targets.
We will also be studying the topic ‘Healthy Me’
which includes making healthy food choices and
the importance of exercise.

